Noise, zoning of fraternities issues in neighborhood problem

By MARCIE TRITELLI
STAFF WRITER

The name Highbury may have originated in merry old England, but around Cal State L.A., the non-student residents living on the street find it anything but jolly.

The reason there are two single-family homes situated on each end of the block, one occupied by Zeta Beta Tau and the other by Phi Sigma Kappa.

A drive through the short, narrow street reveals to the onlooker a row of small stucco houses with trim green lawns. Directly across the street sits a stack of two concrete condominiums, built.

Tom Laffey, Student Programs and Housing advisor, said the issue involves zoning. He said it is the contention of Los Angeles Councilman Art Snyder, that the two condominiums are sitting in an area not zoned for such units.

Snyder represents the 14th District where the houses are located. He was drawn into the controversy by residents expressing concern over noise, money yards as their grievances, Laffey said.

Although ZBT has been in residence 17 years, Laffey said it was not until last year that the problems seemed to develop with the neighbors.

"CSLA can not do a lot, because the fraternities own the houses they live in and are not affiliated with the university, therefore we cannot advise them about being neighborly and keeping their property clean," Laffey said.

Laffey said, "ZBT is a formula problem is as bad as charged," he said. "ZBT has a formal social program that they provide security by asking for identification at the parties, and watch to see the alcohol is not served to minors," he said.

Laffey said that ZBT has 30 active members, who take assigned duties during their parties. One of the things they do, he said, is block noise levels during the socials to limit car noise, door slamming and coarse language.

Also, Laffey said, ZBT members call the Los Angeles Police Department's Noise Enforcement Team to test noise levels, and try to stay within those guidelines when they party.

"They are willing to try," he said. However, he also said that PSH members have a party on Thursday, last night because it is their tradition. Laffey

DILIP ANKETELL has alerted them to stop this, since Friday is his voting day.

If neighbors and city officials can find a zoning violation, Laffey said, they will use that to force the fraternities out of the area.

"I know a lot of fraternity and sorority people, and 89 percent of really grand people—they have a lot of involvement in our image," Laffey said.

ZBT, for instance, is planning a benefit dance for the American Cancer Society, which will not net them a dime, Laffey said.

"Do the fraternities and sororities receive money from CSLA. They are self-supporting, he said. It is a popular misconception that the university gives money to them, but this is not true," Laffey said.

Dilip M. Anketell, principal campus planning officer, met with Laffey to discuss several options for the area. Anketell said Highbury is zoned for college-oriented land use. It is specially directed toward meeting the needs of fraternities, sororities and others, who need to live near the campus. The zoning was done in 1973.

Anketell joined CSLA a year ago from San Diego State, said that San Diego has an advantage over CSLA in that its fraternities are associated with the national organizations. He said they were able to get money to lease units and buy property clean," Laffey said.

Anketell suggested that fraternities invite their neighbors over for dinner so they can see that "they are not a bunch of animals."

"They should get rid of that 'Animal House' mentality and John Sebashi look," Anketell said. He feels these matters are best resolved by the fraternities, rather than the university.

"When students misbehave, they hurt our image," Anketell said. "Fraternities are an important part of the university. They give tremendous support through their attendance at games and have great loyalty to CSLA; however, they have to show a sensitivity toward their neighbors.

"This is a new campus, and the key in this instance is that we were not here first. Students and faculty have to keep that in mind," Anketell said.

"I think it is pretty clear that fraternities, as fraternities, are going to have to terminate their operations at the Highbury location," Snyder said.

"It does not mean to say that five unrelated people, living together in a family situation, can not live in the houses, which they can. And I suppose if they are all members of a fraternity, that does not preclude them from living together. But the law does preclude them from having a fraternity or clubhouse there," Snyder said.

A person can carry on illegal activities for many years, and nobody notices or complains, as long as they are good neighbors. But when they step being good neighbors or become a nuisance, the neighbors complain, and when a complaint comes to the city, the city enforces the law," he explained.

"When they do have social affairs, they control them well and do not cause problems, however, on occasion—it happens every three to five years—one of these group homes just seems to get out of control, and the people operating it either are, or become irresponsible, with no concern for their neighbors," he continued.

The fraternities have created a substantial problem, Snyder said. "I think, frankly, it has gone beyond the point of being able to interfere and have them straighten out their act and still operate a fraternity there."

A similar situation here was another fraternity that caused substantial damage to the community, Snyder said. "They did physical damage to the property and created a situation where both the owners faced substantial liabilities as a result of that."

When told that ZBT has called out the police to monitor the noise level, Snyder said, "A substantial part of the ability of the Hollenbeck Division to try and police the entire east side of Los Angeles has, for the last three years, been in policing the ZBT fraternity to the fair to the other 200,000 people who live in that community."

A.S. presidential candidates spend time bickering over speaking schedule

By MARK BLUMBERG
STAFF WRITER

A.S. presidential candidate Franklin Fortier Jr. repeatedly asked, "Where are you, Lori Lorge?" at a candidate forum in the Public Expression Area Monday.

Fortier said he didn't need to demonstrate his qualifications, and urged students to judge the speakers on their past accomplishments.

The Election Committee Filing Packet had mandated that A.S. presidential candidates spend time bickering over speaking schedule.

According to the chart, 91 percent of those polled would like a two-hour extension of administration office hours after 6 p.m. Forty six percent asked for improvements in Admissions Office procedures, and 51 percent would like registration procedures improved.

Wilsey also stated her belief that CSLA students need to join forces so legislators will hear them. She claimed a petition she had circulated, signed by 2,000 students, was responsible for the restoration of summer quarter funds.

Calling for a strong athletic program, representative at-large candidate Daniel Ley asked for a reassessment of aid/drop procedures.

Ley also stressed the importance of academic renewal, a procedure by which students can make up for failing grades.

"Either all schools should have academic renewal or none of them should," Ley said.

Please turn to Page 3
CSLA students form Judo club to participate in ‘gentle art of throwing’

Like other Japanese martial arts forms, judo is a discipline in which technique is practiced repetitively. To the novice, the repetition might seem boring; but in order to achieve the perfection of form that makes it an art, it must be practiced endlessly.

When class begins, students line up and bow to the instructor; and when practice begins each student bows to his partner. "There is a lot of bowing," said Harrell. "It looks something like the head of a toy dog bobbing up and down on the back seat of a car."

The bows teaches respect for others and builds a sense of humility in the individual. It serves to focus the students attention on the serious practice that is to come. "At first," explained Harrell, "beginning students become exhausted and are quickly frustrated. The common misconception that beginners have is that they need brute strength when throwing the opponent. "But in judo," explained Harrell, "body weight are turned against him."

The CSLA Judo Club meets Tuesdays and Thursdays to perform a technique. Paradoxically, the attacker's own momentum and weight are turned against him.

Judo is referred to as "the gentle art of throwing." But sometimes it is anything but gentle. To the untrained eye, the throws appear strong enough to knock a person out. However, one of the first things that the beginner learns is how to cushion the impact by falling in the correct manner.

**CSLA students form Judo club to participate in ‘gentle art of throwing’**

**Like other Japanese martial arts forms, judo is a discipline in which technique is practiced repetitively. To the novice, the repetition might seem boring; but in order to achieve the perfection of form that makes it an art, it must be practiced endlessly.**

**When class begins, students line up and bow to the instructor; and when practice begins each student bows to his partner. "There is a lot of bowing," said Harrell. "It looks something like the head of a toy dog bobbing up and down on the back seat of a car."

**The bows teaches respect for others and builds a sense of humility in the individual. It serves to focus the students attention on the serious practice that is to come. "At first," explained Harrell, "beginning students become exhausted and are quickly frustrated. The common misconception that beginners have is that they need brute strength when throwing the opponent. "But in judo," explained Harrell, "body weight are turned against him."

**The CSLA Judo Club meets Tuesdays and Thursdays to perform a technique. Paradoxically, the attacker's own momentum and weight are turned against him.**

**A.S. GENERAL ELECTION 1984**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAN. 23, 1984</td>
<td>MONDAY 8 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAN. 30, 1984</td>
<td>MONDAY 5 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAN. 31, 1984</td>
<td>TUESDAY 5 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 6, 1984</td>
<td>MONDAY 8 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 7, 1984</td>
<td>TUESDAY 5 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 8, 1984</td>
<td>WEDNESDAY 5 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 9, 1984</td>
<td>THURSDAY 12-2 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 14, 1984</td>
<td>TUESDAY 8 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 20, 1984</td>
<td>MONDAY 12-2 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 21, 1984</td>
<td>TUESDAY 12-2 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 27, 1984</td>
<td>MONDAY 8 a.m.-8 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 28, 1984</td>
<td>TUESDAY 7:30-8:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEB. 29, 1984</td>
<td>WEDNESDAY 7:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCH 1, 1984</td>
<td>THURSDAY 3 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continued from Page 1

Snyder said the neighbors have complained to the national fraternities about the fraternities' conduct. "I think they throw a bad light upon all fraternities and, for that matter, all student housing in the area," he said.

"This kind of experience makes people wonder whether they should rent to students," Snyder added.

Snyder said he was not going to push for rezoning to get the fraternities out of the area. "No, they are out of zone now," he said.

"They got in there illegally and they are illegal now," he said. "There is an overlay that is not true.
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Students will be able to pick up literature on the various agencies and speak with representatives concerning volunteer work.

EPIC began at Cal State L.A. in 1988, and is funded by the Associated Students. Ron Baca, EPIC Volunteer Intern Program coordinator, said that for many students, the volunteer programs are helpful in determining academic and career decisions. "It's a good opportunity for hands-on experience," he said.

EPIC has also held other activities to promote student interest in volunteer work.

---

**Voting Instructions**

**PUNCH OUT BALLOT CARD ONLY WITH PUNCHING DEVICE ATTACHED TO VOTE RECORDER, NEVER WITH PEN OR PENCIL**

Instructions to Voters:
To vote for a candidate of your selection, punch the ballot card in the hole next to the name of that candidate. Where two or more candidates for the same position are to be elected, punch the ballot card in the hole next to the right of the name of the all the candidates who are to be elected. To vote for a person not on the ballot, write in BOTH the title of the office and the candidate's name where provided on the grey ballot envelope.

No Confidence Ballot:
All unopposed candidates for a given position have their names placed on the ballot along with a No Confidence ballot. The total number of votes cast for all unopposed candidates for a given position must exceed the number of No Confidence votes for the same position. If the total number of votes cast for all candidates will be deemed vacant.

After you finish marking your ballot and before you leave the voting booth, turn your ballot card over and place it in the ballot envelope. If you wrongly punch, tear, or deface the ballot card, or tear or deface the write-in ballot, return it to the pollworker and obtain another.

To vote for a person NOT on the ballot, write in BOTH the title of the office and the candidate's name where provided on the grey ballot envelope.

First and last name, and title of the office must be written in a legible manner.

---

**Economist analyzing survey predicts strong first quarters**

NEW YORK (AP)—The economy will be "incredibly strong" for the first two quarters of the year, and economist William Dunkelberg after analyzing the findings of the latest quarterly survey of small businesses. The survey of more than 2,000-member firms of the National Federation of Independent Business, showed record high January levels for small-business optimism and capital spending plans, said Dunkelberg.

It also showed hiring expectations reached a record for the first quarter of this year, and that easier access to credit and lower interest rates encouraged businesses to rebuild stocks of goods in spite of strong efforts by federal officials and capital outflow. "Business is trying hard to accumulate inventories but sales are taking goods off the shelves," said Dunkelberg.

Economist analyzing survey findings with Jonathan Scott of Southern Methodist University. Since lean inventories must be rebuilt, Dunkelberg says he foresees a "nice kicker" for the economy later in the year. The survey, with a record of accurately forecasting short-term economic conditions, comes just a few weeks after many economists lowered their expectations. The two economists maintain that small businesses—fewer than 500 workers—are one of the more accurate and accurate reading of general business conditions, since they account for 80 percent of the non-farm private domestic production. Moreover, they observe the vast majority of American businesses employ fewer than 50 workers.

The survey showed much of the strength centered among consumers, who are not through casting upon goods, and capital spending plan. Moreover, they observe the vast majority of American businesses employ fewer than 50 workers.

The survey showed much of the strength centered among consumers, who are not through casting upon goods, and capital spending plan. Moreover, they observe the vast majority of American businesses employ fewer than 50 workers.

Among factors in the restoration of confidence, the survey showed, are tax cuts, low inflation and low uncertainty about jobs. The survey's small-business optimism index soared in the first quarter to 119.7, based on a 1978 average of 89.8. "The economy had been in recession," the survey was begun in 1973.

Among other things, an analysis of returns showed businesses are loaded with cash-flow dollars and that business confidence is the highest since the first quarter of 1978. "Business confidence is the highest since the first quarter of 1978," the survey was begun in 1973. A Community Center, she uses her own volunteer experience. Students will

---

**Variety of social, community agencies represented in EPIC open house**

By MARQUITA THOMAS

Educational Participation in Communities will hold an open house in the Program Area of the University Student Union today from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. The open house is a combined effort of the EPIC Volunteer Intern Program and the EPIC Multicultural Pride Program. Its purpose is to promote student volunteer service in the Los Angeles community. A variety of social and community service agencies will be represented, including the Educational Opportunity Center, ABC Child Development, T.A. A.C., USC Pediatric Hospital and the Crenshaw Probation Department.

---

**OFFICIAL BALLOT**

**CALIF. STATE UNIVERSITY, LOS ANGELES**

| ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PRESIDENT (Vote for one) | Associations Students | Lori Long | Franklin Porter Jr. | Stephan Benen | No Confidence |
| VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION (Vote for one) | Vice President | Laura Ann Zenzola | |
| VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC GOVERNMENT (Vote for one) | Vice President | Eva Alfaro | |
| REPRESENTATIVES OF SCHOOL OF BUSINESS (Vote for four) | Representatives | Sussan De La Rosa | John Davis | Daniel Ley | Robert J. Krippel | William J. Gonzales |
| REPRESEANTIVES OF SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES (Vote for two) | Representatives | Anthony Duran | Yoennne Martinez | Zetta Kathryn Hurter | |
| REPRESENTATIVES OF SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS (Vote for two) | Representatives | Dianne Newman | Elizabeth Moroles | Mattison Howard | |
| REPRESENTATIVES OF SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE (Vote for two) | Representatives | James Spence | Ken Hwang | | |
My name is Stephanie Benzce, and I am running for A.S. president.

Before voting in this year's election, I invite you to consider these questions: Are you satisfied with what the student government has done for you this past year? Do you even know who the current elected officials are?

Since I have attended this school, and I discovered that one person can make a difference. ... I have made waves toward improving student services and increasing student rights ever since.

By working to expand campus services, I have found we have a voice in academic policy-making. This voice helped me establish the Academic Senate forum meeting Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. in the Public Expression Area (a vital link between issues and students).

As Representative for the School of Education during 1983-84, I am conducting an Evening Students Survey. So far, more than 600 students have completed the survey, which will be used to support programs for evening students, to prevent closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services, to initiate evening child care, and extend department office hours by two, and to prevent closure of the evening students services center in the library.

I also collected more than 2,000 signatures to save summer quarter in 1981. As vice president, I will advocate the following: expand the role of the California Student Senate Association; increase involvement of the CSLA Board of Trustees; expand the role of CSLA to fight unemployment, unfair fee increases, and the oil severance tax (which I support).

I am a candidate because I believe I can best represent and advocate student concerns. If you agree with me and see the need for these problems to be addressed by student government, then vote with me and the Student Alliance, for a truly representative student association.

My name is Lori Lorge.

I was a priority. He settled in the United States, and taught me that education is the way to move forward in life...

That is why I am running for president. I am not running for president just to collect a title. I am a bilingual teacher in Health and Personal Services, to initiate evening child care, to prevent closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services, to initiate evening child care, to provide student fees have increased by over 100 percent in the last year and a half. Many qualified students have been forced to withdraw because they could not afford the fees. I am a student whose student government has done more than 600 students have completed the survey, which will be used to support programs for evening students, to prevent closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services, to initiate evening child care, and extend department office hours by two, and to prevent closure of the evening students services center in the library. I also collected more than 2,000 signatures to save summer quarter in 1981. As vice president, I will advocate the following: expand the role of the California Student Senate Association; increase involvement of the CSLA Board of Trustees; expand the role of CSLA to fight unemployment, unfair fee increases, and the oil severance tax (which I support). I am a candidate because I believe I can best represent and advocate student concerns. If you agree with me and see the need for these problems to be addressed by student government, then vote with me and the Student Alliance, for a truly representative student association.

My name is Virginia Thames, and I have a bachelor of arts degree from Cal State L.A. I am now pursuing a Multiple Subjects Credential to teach elementary education.

I have always been concerned about the plight of students, especially in the School of Education. During the last three or four years, I have worked diligently to understand the symbiotic relationship between these entities, and I have the business, education, and politics should be the primary responsibility of every student who attends this university and every member of the United States citizenry.

During the past 4 years, I have worked diligently to understand the symbiotic relationship between these entities, and I have the business, education, and politics should be the primary responsibility of every student who attends this university and every member of the United States citizenry.
PORTFOLIO OF PLATFORMS

Eva Alfaro
for Vice President for Academic Governance

My name is Eva Alfaro. I am a senior in the School of Letters and Science. I will receive my B.A. in the fall, but will continue toward a master's degree here, as an active participant in student life. My involvement includes the Sociology/Social Work Student Association, where I was instrumental in projects such as graduate school recruitment seminars.

I have also participated in Heminventos Estudiantiles de la Raza. I helped organize and implement Women's Day, Cinco de Mayo, and the high school recruitment day.

The position of vice president for academic governance is important to the educational welfare of students. As we have seen, much to our dismay, the Academic Senate passes renewal add/drop procedures without informing registration or the students. This must stop! Why are registration lines so long? This must stop!

Did you know that there is a statewide Academic Senate, that makes decisions about our educational future without any feedback from students. Students are the least informed group of people, concerning educational rights. The job of the vice president for academic governance will be to inform students of their rights to an open and accessible education, and to defend and expand those rights. Vote Leadership '84 State.

-JOHN DAVIS

Robert J. Koeppel
for Representative at Large

It's hard to believe that another year has passed and once again the students of this university must choose the people representing them on the A.S. Board of Directors.

I am Robert Koeppel. Last year you elected me to the position of representative-at-large. We on the board have had our hands full, rebuilding a corporation left in ruins by the previous administration.

Our year in office has been productive, above board, and a refreshing change for all of us. Our work is far from finished. We need your support and confidence to ensure that the new administration is capable of further improving the quality of student government. I am seeking re-election, and support the Student Alliance as the right group to get the job done.

-ROBERT KOEPPEL

LeeAnne McMillan
for Representative at Large

I, Lee Anne McMillan, am seeking the office of representative-at-large.

My experience includes serving as president of Camp-Us Survival; co-treasurer of the Alpha Epsilon Chi; and as a former member of the Alumni Office; treasurer/fundraiser for Delta Zeta Sorority.

My goals will be to give all students an opportunity to become active in campus activities. We must maintain quality programs and ensure fair allocation of the budget.

Now for my pet peeve: arena registration is ridiculous! It is outrageous that students in this age of technology would have to stand in four-hour lines, just to enter arena registration.

Vote for me and the Student Alliance, and my No. 1 priority will be to eliminate this ludicrous, time consuming zoo known as Arena Registration.

-LEE ANNE McMILLAN

Daniel Ley
for Representative at Large

I, Daniel Ley, am seeking office as representative-at-large for the following reasons: First, my high school achievements included a perfect 4.0 GPA, class president, 1960-1962 and the highest Academic Award given by my school. At CSLA, I am studying engineering, am a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon and scholarship chairperson.

My platform includes issues addressed by the Leadership '84 slate. The establishment of a Greek Row is important, and I am a strong athletic program.

The School of Engineering is the only one that has no academic renewal policy. The return of add/drop cards to departments, elimination of long lines, prevention of the closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services, and evening child care services are also key issues.

If you agree with these issues and desire a change from the status quo in fee charges, elect the Leadership '84 slate.

-DAVID MARCHANT

William Gonzalez
for Representative at Large

Hello, I'm Will. I am a senior business administration major (finance option) and am working on a minor in pre-law.

For the past three academic quarters, I have been president of the Pre-Law Society of CSLA, and have participated in various other campus clubs related to my major.

As president of PLS, I was involved with programs such as Law Day 1983 and quarterly Mock LSAT's.

Specific issues I will address: (1) enhance the objectives set by last year's Slate; (2) address the issue of building a stronger Pre-Law Alliance; (3) improve communication between CSLA and other Southern California universities.

Voting for me will mean a new attitude and a new face in the Student Senate. With your kind help, I will do everything in my power to ensure a better tomorrow!

-WILLIAM GONZALEZ

Susan de la Rosa
for Representative at Large

I'm Susan De La Rosa. As representative-at-large, I will support issues addressed by the Leadership '84 slate. I will work hard to build a strong athletic program, prevent the university from closing the Center for Health and Personal Services, seek evening child care services, advocate returning add/drop cards to departments not to rid us of those long lines, and expand out role within the California State Student Association.

As representative on the BOD for the past two years, I have learned to deal with a broad view of issues, with the maturity needed to represent you. I have served you well and am honored to have done so. With your kind help we can elect a student government with a professional approach. If you agree with me, vote Leadership '84 Slate.

-SUSAN DE LA ROSA
Chung Kim
School of Letters and Science

Hello, my name is Chung Kim and I am running for the office of Representative for the School of Letters and Science. I have been very active in departmental research at Cal State L.A. in the past, and I know I would add expertise to student government. There are issues in student government that representatives should study in order to make sound judgements. Your vote for me will commit excellence to those aspects. Students should know the facts that affect life on campus, as well as educational goals. I want the best for CSLA, because in many ways, it is the best. If you want the best too, vote for me-Chung Kim, student representative for the School of Letters and Science. Vote Student Alliance.

—CHUNG KIM

Dianne Newman
School of Business and Economics

I, Dianne C. Newman, as Representative for the School of Business and Economics, will address the issues of Leadership '84. I belong to the Board of Directors, for the Society for Advancement of Management, and represent SAM on the Student Business Council. I will bring to the BOD the professional attitude needed to represent you effectively. I will advocate the extension of office hours in the School of Business and Economics, the making of a study lounge in Salazar Hall, the return of add/drop cards to departmentaries, the building of a strong athletic program, evening child care services for working parents, and prevention of the closure of the Center for Health and Personal Services. With my previous experience at Cal State L.A. and your help, we can bring back a mature student government with a strong goal of improving evening student services. Vote Leadership '84 State.

—DIANNE C. NEWMAN

Mattina Howard
School of Business and Economics

Hi, my name is Mattina Howard and I'm running for Representative for the School of Business and Economics. One of my objectives is to build a new and better destiny for Cal State L.A. Our primary responsibility is to improve the integrity and reputation of the university. This is an ambitious undertaking. If we want to attain and sustain quality, we have no alternative but to change our present environment. Our institution needs a change, and now is the time to do it. If you feel as I do, vote for me and Student Alliance. You will see changes at CSLA.

We must honor the positive nature of our past achievements and traditions. If we combine them with fresh, creative approaches, we will be building one of the most successful campuses in the state.

—MATTINA HOWARD

Anthony Duran
School of Fine and Applied Arts

Hello, my name is Anthony Duran and I am running for the office of Representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. My interest in running for this office is very simple. I want to assure strong and honest representation for the student body—nothing more and nothing less. Politicians will promise you the world and draw you an ideal picture of what the world might be like. But all too often the promises are empty, and the picture isn't what we had in mind. I am not a politician. I am a student who believes in honesty, fairness, hard work and full responsibility.

So remember to vote for me. Anthony Duran, for representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. One last thing, vote Student Alliance. Thank you and see you at the polls.

—ANTHONY DURAN

Yvonne Martinez
School of Fine and Applied Arts

My name is Yvonne Martinez and my major is Recreation Administration. I am a senior running for the position of representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. For two years, I have been President of the American Indian Student Alliance. My major accomplishments have been an increase in membership, and development of a monthly newsletter. My interest in student affairs and knowledge of organizing and working with a group will be of great value and importance to any student government. For ten years I belonged to the American Indian Bowling Club and the Indian Athletic Association. Now I hold the position of commissioner to the American Indian Education Office. I stress the fact that I will work behind the scenes to increase the Anna Bing Arnold Child Care Center and the departments of music and theatre arts. In addition, I am a strong supporter of the Athletic Programs. Vote Leadership '84.

—YVONNE MARTINEZ

Charles M. Younger
School of Letters and Science

The responsibilities of elective office demand an aggressive pursuit of policies that benefit the greatest number of voters the most. To pursue these policies requires constructive work on issues that affect the student body. The Leadership '84 State and I propose to implement just such a policy.

The Associated Students should, and can serve the entire student body without favoritism or discrimination. This is the ideal for which the A.S. Board of Directors should strive.

My name is Charles Younger and I'm running for the office of Representative for the School of Letters and Science. Vote Leadership '84.

—CHARLES YOUNGER

Paloma Wheeley
School of Letters and Science

Hi, my name is Paloma Whieley and I am running for Representative for the School of Letters and Science. For quality representation, vote with me and the Student Alliance.

—PALOMA WHEETLEY

Elizabeth Morales
School of Business and Economics

The responsibilities of elective office demand an aggressive pursuit of policies that benefit the greatest number of voters the most. To pursue these policies requires constructive work on issues that affect the student body. The Leadership '84 State and I propose to implement just such a policy.

The Associated Students should, and can serve the entire student body without favoritism or discrimination. This is the ideal for which the A.S. Board of Directors should strive.

My name is Elizabeth Morales and I'm running for the office of Representative for the School of Letters and Science. Vote Leadership '84.

—ELIZABETH MORALES

Charles M. Younger
School of Letters and Science

The responsibilities of elective office demand an aggressive pursuit of policies that benefit the greatest number of voters the most. To pursue these policies requires constructive work on issues that affect the student body. The Leadership '84 State and I propose to implement just such a policy.

The Associated Students should, and can serve the entire student body without favoritism or discrimination. This is the ideal for which the A.S. Board of Directors should strive.

My name is Charles Younger and I'm running for the office of Representative for the School of Letters and Science. Vote Leadership '84.

—CHARLES YOUNGER

Mattina Howard
School of Business and Economics

Hi, my name is Mattina Howard and I'm running for Representative for the School of Business and Economics. One of my objectives is to build a new and better destiny for Cal State L.A. Our primary responsibility is to improve the integrity and reputation of the university. This is an ambitious undertaking. If we want to attain and sustain quality, we have no alternative but to change our present environment. Our institution needs a change, and now is the time to do it. If you feel as I do, vote for me and Student Alliance. You will see changes at CSLA.

We must honor the positive nature of our past achievements and traditions. If we combine them with fresh, creative approaches, we will be building one of the most successful campuses in the state.

—MATTINA HOWARD

Yvonne Martinez
School of Fine and Applied Arts

My name is Yvonne Martinez and my major is Recreation Administration. I am a senior running for the position of representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. For two years, I have been President of the American Indian Student Alliance. My major accomplishments have been an increase in membership, and development of a monthly newsletter. My interest in student affairs and knowledge of organizing and working with a group will be of great value and importance to any student government. For ten years I belonged to the American Indian Bowling Club and the Indian Athletic Association. Now I hold the position of commissioner to the American Indian Education Office. I stress the fact that I will work behind the scenes to increase the Anna Bing Arnold Child Care Center and the departments of music and theatre arts. In addition, I am a strong supporter of the Athletic Programs. Vote Leadership '84.

—YVONNE MARTINEZ

Paloma Wheeley
School of Letters and Science

Hi, my name is Paloma Whieley and I am running for Representative for the School of Letters and Science. For quality representation, vote with me and the Student Alliance.

—PALOMA WHEETLEY
PORTFOLIO OF PLATFORMS

Fine and Applied Arts
Zetta Hurter

How many of you, like myself, had to stand in those dreadful registration lines? It wasn't much fun was it? Hi, I'm Zetta Hurter and I am a candidate for Representative for the School of Fine and Applied Arts. Registration is one of several problems I want to solve. We are all concerned about student rights and quality representation. As a concerned student, I participated in various clubs and organizations, including the Women's Basketball team and the Speech and Debate Club. I support clubs and organizations because they are essential to individual students and to the university. I have enough experience to represent the broad range of students found at Cal State L.A.

A vote for me and Student Alliance means you will have a concerned, quality student government.

—ZETTA HURTER

Hi, my name is Denise Campbell. I am a sophomore in child development, running for Undergraduate Academic Senator.

I am currently working with the Associated Students as a student representative on the Policy Committee. This experience makes me an excellent candidate for Undergraduate Academic Senator.

As part of the Leadership '84 Slate, the issues that concern me are: improving student participation in the Academic Senate; alleviating the long lines involved in the add/drop procedure; the rescheduling of classes to accommodate more students. If these issues concern you too, vote for Leadership '84, to get the job done.

—DENISE CAMPBELL

Good afternoon. My name is D'Andre McPheeters, and I'm a senior, majoring in television broadcasting. I am running for a seat in the Academic Senate, because the Academic Senate needs to participate more actively in the Associated Students.

The issues that concern me are: extending the add/drop deadlines by at least a week, and to improve class scheduling. CSA student services need improvement. If elected, I will try to bring these issues to the attention of the campus administration, so something can be done.

Vote for the Leadership '84 slate so that students can have a chance.

—D'ANDRE MCPHEETERS

Hello, my name is Sherri Howard. I'm running for the office of Representative for the School of Engineering.

My objectives, as a candidate, are to help the student body of Cal State L.A. improve the different clubs and organizations, and to see improvements in the athletic program. Unless basic changes are made in recruiting and retention of activities, our present program could be endangered. The environment of this institution needs improvement. We should generate additional scholarship funds so that we can, in fact, provide an extra incentive for additional students to enroll at CSLA.

If you vote for me and Student Alliance, you will see some changes made at Cal State L.A. It will be a more enjoyable University. We must build recognition for Cal State L.A.

—SHERRI HOWARD

My name is Oscar Munoz. I am a senior electrical engineering major, seeking the office of Representative for the School of Engineering.

My major goal, if elected, will be to try to reinstate Academic Renewal to the School of Engineering. Engineering students, along with all students, have a right to compete with schools whose regular policies include academic renewal. The lack of it denies them that right.

Help me, Oscar Munoz, to voice your opinions to the policy makers at our campus.

Thank you.

—OSCAR MUNOZ
"Oscar yields choices trivia, history for all"

By SUSAN McRAE

OK, movie buffs, it's time to polish your Oscar knowledge.

Guess how many of the following actors have received the coveted statuette: Cary Grant, Irene Dunne, Rosalind Russell, Marlene Dietrich, George Raft, Alan Ladd, Bette Davis, John Barrymore, Greta Garbo, Paul Newman, Charles Boyer, Managing Editor Clift, Marlene Dietrich, Fred Astaire, Peter Sellers, Lee Udlin, James Mason.

The envelope please... if you answered "none," you are absolutely correct.

Here are a few classics that never made best picture: "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington," "Citizen Kane," "Rear Window," "Psycho."" Don't dare insult "MGM mogul" Mayer's "Miracle Mile" or "Gig Young," or "Chinatown."" Lights" and "Modern Times"; the original "King Kong," and the classic horror film of all time, Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho.

More to the point that's the Academy Awards, the annual razzle-dazzle, worldwide spectacular that could even make its hard-to-please originator, Louis B. Mayer, shudder in his marble mausoleum and take notice.

Who would have thought a 57-year-old publicity stunt would end up as the show of the year? The MGM mogul shrewdly calculated to put a halt to the union's attempt to enter the studio crafts in an age of labor unrest, and it worked.

Mayer paid for the first dinner at the Ambassador Hotel on Jan. 11, 1927. He carefully handpicked 36 of his employees to attend the party. The actual awards came only as an afterthought on May 16, 1929, the second anniversary of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. They were presented during a broiled chicken banquet at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.

DEAR ENEMY

Dear Enemy misses target on its debut album

Australian bands and artists made a big impact on the American charts in 1983. Groups including Men At Work, Air Supply and INXS, along with solo artists Olivia Newton-John and Rick Springfield helped pave the way for new Aussie talent.

Unfortunately, Dear Enemy, the newest band from down under, is somewhat of a disappointment. The group's debut album, "Ransom Note," doesn't feature one song that will grab you.

The band, which took its name from the Australian comic strip "Ginger Meggs," formed in 1980 when vocalist Ron Martin, rhythm guitarist Chris Langford and drummer Ian Morrison decided to join forces. In 1983, the current line-up was completed with the addition of guitarist Lee Barker, keyboard player Martin Fisher, and bassist Peter Leute.

Peter McLean, producer of Men At Work's "Business as Usual" and "Cargo" albums, produced Dear Enemy's "LP." It is surprising McLean could not do a better job. This album lacks the artistic mixing ability and quality standards of his prior works.

Dear Enemy seems to have opted for a safe formula of ordinary rock 'n' roll. There is nothing unique or surprising about their compositions.

"Computer One!" their first U.S. single and a Top 20 Australian hit, sounds like an average rock 'n' roll-by-numbers tune. In fact, the whole album sounds like Lowery meets Foreigner.

Video director Tony Stieve (another member of the Men At Work camp) directed Dead Enemy's first video. Hopefully, Stieve was able to projeto a more intriguing and exciting band in video than the group projected on vinyl.

—LISA ANN VEGA

JUMP TO IT!

When workers aren't there, business doesn't work.

Each year cancer strikes 120,000 people in our work force, and drains our economy to lose more than $10 billion in earnings. Earnings that American workers might still be generating if they had known the simple facts on how to protect themselves from cancer. Protect yourself! Contact the local unit of the American Cancer Society and ask for their free pamphlet. "Helping Your Employees Protect Themselves Against Cancer." Call your company on a policy of good health today.

DEAR ENEMY

Dear Enemy misseses target on its debut album

Univ. of San Diego's "Baroon Note" doesn't feature one song that will grab you.

The band, which took its name from the Australian comic strip "Ginger Meggs," formed in 1980 when vocalist Ron Martutti, rhythm guitarist Chris Langford and drummer Ian Morrison decided to join forces. By 1983, the current line-up was completed with the addition of guitarist Lee Barker, keyboard player Martin Fisher, and bassist Peter Leute.

Peter McLean, producer of Men At Work's "Business as Usual" and "Cargo" albums, produced Dear Enemy's "LP." It is surprising McLean could not do a better job. This album lacks the artistic mixing ability and quality standards of his prior works.

Dear Enemy seems to have opted for a safe formula of ordinary rock 'n' roll. There is nothing unique or surprising about their compositions.

"Computer One!" their first U.S. single and a Top 20 Australian hit, sounds like an average rock 'n' roll-by-numbers tune. In fact, the whole album sounds like Lowery meets Foreigner.

Video director Tony Stieve (another member of the Men At Work camp) directed Dead Enemy's first video. Hopefully, Stieve was able to projeto a more intriguing and exciting band in video than the group projected on vinyl.

—LISA ANN VEGA

DICK GREGORY

An Evening With

DICK GREGORY

Thursday, Feb. 23, 7 p.m.

CSLA Gymnasium

FREE ADMISSION

A special thanks is extended to the following offices and organizations for their support: Black Leadership Conference, Communication Studies, History Department, Theatre Arts Department, Union Promotions and Publicity, University Library, University Foundation, Wesley Foundation-CSLA.
Hollywood, there'll be an Academy Awards.

Streep's lesbian roommate in "Silkwood."

"Tender Mercies," neck 'n neck with Tom Courtney as porting actor: Jack Nicholson, as her pot-bellied, of Endearment," which earned 11 nominations. The list looks like this: best actress: Shirley MacLaine; best sup-porting actor: Jack Nicholson, as her pot-bellied, matron; best director: Jrunes L. Brooks; best screenplay aration and best picture. ·

Below are this critic's predictions for 1983. The win-
ers, deserving as they may be, often reflect the attitudes of the national press.

"Just a group of friends giving each other a hand."

Rogers, and Richard Arlen, was awarded best picture. Paramormt's "Wings," with Clara Bow, Buddy Rogers, and Richard Arlen, was awarded best picture.

This April, the Academy will celebrate its 56th anniver-
sary, at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

"Wings," with Clara Bow, Buddy Rogers, and Richard Arlen, was awarded best picture.

His determination to legalize marijuana was evident in the many shots of him smoking enormous joints throughout the movie.

The Jamaican countryside and its people were shown between musical performances. The camera captured the beauty of the land, its clear blue waters and lush greenery. There were also breathtaking views of divers jumping from high cliffs into the tranquil blue waters below. The camera did its best work panning the faces of people in the streets and at the concerts. It showed faces of the young and old, blacks and whites.

However, the rest of the camerawork in the film was very poor. Many of the scenes appeared to be shot out of sequence. Close-up shots of the performers were taken from angles above or below them, which made them appear grotesque.

There could have been more footage on the rest of the performers in the film. It appeared that Marley and Tosh were the only influential bands, while the others only merited a few minutes of footage.

Despite its overall poor quality, the film captured the sentiments of the people during that period of unrest. It showed how great an influence reggae was and still is, to a country that has finally shaken those bitter and violent times of the '70s.

- FRAN SAKS

**AUTO INSURANCE DISCOUNT!**

In place of a cinsen drawing, "It's a Better Life!" you may qualify for Feinstein in the form of special times insurance on your auto and homeowners. Call today and get the facts. Mention Gold Student Auto Price. Cliff: 778-7000. Also check out the exciting plan.

Umberto DiFiore
(Cal State L.A. Alumnus)
1412 Huntington Dr.
Sc Pasadena 91103
Bus. 682-2143

**VOTE NO on ROTC**

Study peace, learn diplomacy, train for non-violent problem solving, love our neighbors. It is the best way to the future.

United Ministries in Higher Education and Catholic Campus Ministry

**ATTENTION BSN CLASS OF 1984**

The Air Force has a special program for 1984 BSNs. If selected, you can enter active duty soon after graduation — without waiting for the results of your State Boards. To qualify, you must have an overall "B" average. After commissioning, you'll attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force medical facility. It's an excellent way to prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll have serving your country as an Air Force nurse officer. For more information contact:

Tsgt D. Miller (714) 521-6966 or (213) 209-7344

**ATTENTION BSN CLASS OF 1984**

The Air Force has a special program for 1984 BSNs. If selected, you can enter active duty soon after graduation — without waiting for the results of your State Boards. To qualify, you must have an overall "B" average. After commissioning, you'll attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force medical facility. It's an excellent way to prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll have serving your country as an Air Force nurse officer. For more information contact:

Tsgt D. Miller (714) 521-6966 or (213) 209-7344

**OPEN HOUSE**

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 22

3 p.m.

STUDENT UNION PROGRAM AREA

STUDENTS INVITED

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

FPA would like to invite you the opportunity and the challenge to our air services and to meet some of our members. Come and meet community representatives from the health, medical education, probation, counseling, social service, clergy, and many more. For more information call:

PRICES Program–213 Fr. 4026
PCC Program–213 Fr. 414

Jointly Sponsored by: Associated Student and

**FLDING ASSISTANT**

$6.01/hr

Upward Bound Project

M-Th 1-4 p.m., F 12-3 p.m.

Junior standing or above with GPA of 2.75 or better to tutor

MEDICAL GROUP

• Free pregnancy testing
• Pregnancy terminations with general or local anesthesia
• Birth control • Counseling

Our staff consists of registered nurses and nurse practitioners specifically in providing the services you need at an affordable price. We accept Medi-Cal, Private Insurance, VISA, Mastercard.

PALM SPRINGS
100 E. Green St.
(213) 793-5194

ROSEMEAD
12100 N. San Gabriel Blvd.
(213) 572-8800

I hope you've ever had to make...

You need accurate information in a professional setting with guaranteed confidentiality. You'll find it at...

FPA

FAMILY PLANNING ASSOCIATES

MEDICAL GROUP

• Free pregnancy testing
• Pregnancy terminations with general or local anesthesia
• Birth control • Counseling

Our staff consists of registered nurses and nurse practitioners specifically in providing the services you need at an affordable price. We accept Medi-Cal, Private Insurance, VISA, Mastercard.
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**Diablos team up with Eagles; together they beat 'caglets**

By STEVE BRENNER

SPORTS EDITOR

A sharp ground ball was hit to the pitcher, Cal State L.A. shortstop, temporarilly minusing in the first annual "Over 35" alumni game last Sunday.

But holding the ball, he quickly threw to second baseman Robert LaCicero ('69) who touched base, turned, and threw to first baseman Ed Nyberg ('74) to complete a seemingly effortless double play in the third inning.

Although they had never performed the play together before, and quite possibly had never met, their movements were slick and their timing was impeccable.

And why shouldn't it be? It represented three decades of CSLA baseball, reflecting the relaxing coaching and dedication the program has received since inception back in the early 50's.

But it was to maximize the baseball team's alumni weekend, kicked off by an annual Golden Eagles vs. Alumna contest.

Composed mostly of recent graduates, many of whom are playing in professional organizations, the alumni squad pulled of a stunning 8-0 victory on the strength of big Chuck Colton's ('91) three-run blast in the sixth inning.

Highlighting the event was some crafty base-running by former Eagle Mike Griffith ('90). The second baseman, currently with the Milestone Brewers organization, stole two bases in the first inning and led the alumni in runs scored with three.

Crowd laughed in the fifth inning when Golden Eagle Mike Campbell hit a high fly ball to shortstop Renee Gonzalez (91).

Once part of the famous Meyer-Gonzalez double play duo, the current Montrave Expo lexicon made a baseball-style catch for the second out of the inning.

Indeed, John Herbold, newly appointed baseball coach at a CSUL and a stickler for fundamentals, matched two battles of the batsman from the concessions stand and ran them until the 'Hot Dog' Play of the Day.

The come-from-behind win gave the alumni their first victory in nearly a decade, and set the tone for Sunday's golden goose.

The "Over Thirty-Five" alum game last Sunday.

Although he lacked Meyer's speed, Ed Suenz ('86) showed some quick base running in the third inning when he got caught in a rundown between second and third base.

Wearing his old Los Angeles State uniform, Suenz kept the infield running for at least a full minute before he realized that his senior year was twenty-six years ago.

Rick Siems, seven, become Suenz' official pinch runner when the formerly powerful fielder felt his legs starting to give out in the later innings.

But the real action took place in the bottom of the sixth and final inning. The competitive spirit and determination that had once endorsed each athlete prevailed again.

With a 10-0 score, Team A (both teams were selected at random before the game) started an intense comeback drive by loading the bases.

Roberto LaCicero promptly smacked a single to center and drove in a run, to cut the deficit to three.

Next, Troy Haven ('69), who was traded to Team A midway through the contest, hit a fly ball to center to drive in two more runs.

With the tying run at third, Phillip Pote ('63) drove a a shallow right field line to tie and finish the game at 10-10.

When another alum asked, "How about extra-innings, guys?" he received playful insults or no response at all from the diablos.

The books on this alumni weekend are closed, but not without a successful turnout.

More than 80 former CSLA baseball players turned out for the event, along with Elaine Reeder, wife of late CSLA baseball coach Jim Reeder, who threw out the first ball before Sunday's contest."

---
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CSLA baseball coach John Herbold watches (top) as junior Marvin McWorter swings and misses in a recent Golden Eagle game.

CSLA baseball coach John Herbold watches (top) as junior Marvin McWorter swings and misses in a recent Golden Eagle game.

Also in attendance was Duff Means ('50) who played on CSLA's very first baseball team. Means also got the first hit and scored the first run in CSLA history.

The Golden Eagles will take on Loyola Marymount University at 6pm at home at 2:00 pm.
Although Hook and Dominy fulfill vital jobs for the Olympic there are still thousands of positions available to people who are willing to work, but may make you an essential part of the games’ success.

"This is a chance for students to make international friends," Hook said. "I certainly encourage..." President Patterson said that adding the following jobs desperately need to be filled.

- Interpreter: someone who is bilingual and would like to interpret between the press and the athletes.
- Host: someone who likes to assist dignitaries in the daily planning of their activities.
- Ambulance: someone who would like to miss Olympic info booths, be present to accommodate guests in VIP lounges and make sure Olympic visitors get to and from campus.
- Lodging: someone to provide driven vans and rental cars used by visitors to travel to different event sites.

Security expert's jobs to see Olympic torch relay completed smoothly

BANTA ANA (AP)—Many things could go wrong during the Olympic torch relay, and it will be security expert Jerry ‘Bud’ Mattman’s job to see that the arduous run is completed smoothly.

The torch relay will pass the flames along the route. Running from New York to Los Angeles in 110 days, they will trot through densely populated cities as well as open farmlands.

Mattman, whose Fullerton security firm was chosen to guard the flame, said the torch could be snuffed out by a bottle of water, a flat tire or extinguished in a collision.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, INC., POLL

Do you think that California State University, Los Angeles should establish a resident ROTC program?

1. Further militarization of higher education is a threat to the institution’s democracy. Military sponsored education teaches obedience, drills and cooperation. Already we have the military presence at Cal State LA in Department of Defense grants for faculty research to build the armed forces and military control of financial aid linked to service in the military. Use service in the armed forces to motivate more creativity, improvement of the human condition, nature and growth of the individual and preservation of cherished social values such as those that are uniquely provided by the preservation of the natural environment. Education for war devalues the human client. The CSBA’s stated goals, and prepares its students to destroy whatever stands in the way of national supremacy, be it human, animal, vegetal or mineral. I know you know about military education. I graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy and was educated afterward at graduate school.

2. Cal State Los Angeles should be teaching that war in a problem, not that it is the solution to a problem. We should be learning that war is no longer an option for settling international disputes anymore than it remains an option for settling differences between two neighboring cities. We should be learning diplomacy, the recognition techniques, historical precedents for non-violent solution seeking and the art of solving, and the art of negotiating contracts so that all parties feel they have been fairly treated, the ROTC is preparing men and women for the armed forces as if the chief war weapon of the future option in 1984 on planet earth. To permit such instruction is to deceive our students and all of us of the real meaning of patriotism.

3. Cal State Los Angeles should not be seduced by the financial advantage of learning on the ample breast of the Department of Defense. The present and projected military budget of this country supports sufficient funds to move into all of higher education, and high schools as well, with faculty, counselors, equipment, books, and teaching aids provided at no cost to the immediate consumers. The cost in dollars of course is enormous paid by us tax payers. The cost to our consciences and free wills and independent minds will be borne by generations of soldiers indoctrinated at Cal State LA and at the other campuses by their officer instructors who are determined that never again will the civilians interfere in their war making as we did in the late 40s and early 70s. The national economy has been militarized by capturing half of all research done in this country. Enough is enough. Let the creeping plague of militarization by the Department of Defense be borne by generations of soldiers indoctrinated at Cal State LA and at the other campuses by their officer instructors who are determined that never again will the civilians interfere in their war making as we did in the late 40s and early 70s.

Why should we encourage such irresponsible national policy by facilitating its implementation on our own campus?

4. Cal State Los Angeles should not be seduced by the financial advantage of learning on the ample breast of the Department of Defense. The present and projected military budget of this country supports sufficient funds to move into all of higher education, and high schools as well, with faculty, counselors, equipment, books, and teaching aids provided at no cost to the immediate consumers. The cost in dollars of course is enormous paid by us tax payers. The cost to our consciences and free wills and independent minds will be borne by generations of soldiers indoctrinated at Cal State LA and at the other campuses by their officer instructors who are determined that never again will the civilians interfere in their war making as we did in the late 40s and early 70s. The national economy has been militarized by capturing half of all research done in this country. Enough is enough. Let the creeping plague of militarism be stopped at teh classroom door at Cal State Los Angeles.

No to ROTC... No to the war makers in the Pentagon... No to War World III. We will not fight, and we will not learn to kill our neighbors in the name of peace... CCLA students have been commuting to UCLA at least since the mid-1970's to participate in ROTC. In order to better the fate of the CCLA students currently in our program and other interested CCLA students, we would like to offer one more reason.

Your campus ministers are available in Bungalow C to answer your questions and to provide you with information. You can also write to your congressmen and senators and call on your campus representatives as well as open farmlands.

No to ROTC... No to the war makers in the Pentagon... No to War World III. We will not fight, and we will not learn to kill our neighbors in the name of peace.

CCLA students have been commuting to UCLA at least since the mid-1979 to participate in ROTC. In order to better the fate of the CCLA students currently in our program and other interested CCLA students, we would like to offer one more reason.

Your campus ministers are available in Bungalow C to answer your questions and to provide you with information. You can also write to your congressmen and senators and call on your campus representatives as well as